The Last Trading course you will ever need, Period!

**Disclaimer:** this book will change the way you look at trading. Not only do I want to give you an insight on how Ace Trades portrays the markets but also what the members of this trading methodology experience daily.

I want you to see the whole picture from our perspective, with the trading side and the lifestyle side.

Lets get started on your new journey of understanding markets through pure price action.

I am very happy you have found this book today, hopefully for you this will be the last stop on your pursuit to market mastery. You see we are very much alike… in fact you, me and every other trader are very much alike.

We are all trying to crack the code and profit from the markets which will help us reach our end goal…

To be free from a 9-5, to retire with extra income, or how about to make as much money as possible with the absolute least amount of time invested.

I personally believe any of these goals are possible with help from the markets, it may take a bit of time to learn the methods that have proven to work… but that’s why I am here.

I have put the time in to make every mistake in the book so you don’t have to. You can thank me later, but for now you need to read this book, every email I send you and attend a live market event.

Then you could potentially see your dreams, come to reality.

For many traders, Ace Trades has been their final stop in the pursuit to learn “the truth about trading”.
Trust me when I say this, trading is not easy.

But with the right information and persistence you can have the best job in the world that could maximize the time invested to money earned ratio.

If you take one thing away from this book it should be this: Trading is a really simple formula, follow these 5 steps and you’ll be golden.

1. Find high probability entry opportunities
2. Enter with a super small risk
3. Calculate your targets or where the market should go
4. Follow a business plan and don’t deviate from it!
5. Repeat!

Continue reading and you will discover some of the most cutting edge information that has taken one dedicated trader thousands and thousands of hours to figure out.

### 3 Reasons Top Traders Use Price Action

**Reason #1:** Price action tells you what the market is doing right now vs. technical indicators that tell you what market did in the past because they are lagging.

**Reason #2:** It makes it easy to spot trending vs. ranging markets.

**Reason #3:** It’s a simpler way to trade – so it’s a FASTER way to trade. You don’t waste time trying to understand what the market might do. You trade what it is doing.
About Ace Trades

Ace Trades was founded in 1999 with the core principles of reading and understanding the markets through pure price action which still stands strong today.

Ace Trades Corp. is led by Ace who has been around the markets since the early 90’s. He’s took thousands of hours discovering and back testing what is known as the Ace Methodology and still teaches the same principles to his students today.

If you get the chance to attend a live market demonstration you will be in awe of the accuracy from the live signals called in real market time and how impressive the success from the Ace Trades Students is. I look forward to seeing you in one of the LIVE market events.
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Introduction

The Trading industry is corrupt, and you need to know about it!

I fell into the same trap 99% of traders fall into when I got started with the markets.

I was sold on the dream that learning an indicator and not the price action on the charts would lead me to market mastery. They told me if I took the trade when this line crossed that line I would wake up in the morning rich!

As I quickly discovered this couldn’t be further from the truth! What I really needed to know was where the “big boys” were placing trades and how I could join them.

That’s what the best traders I know do. They find out where the “big boys” are buying and selling and they take those opportunities with a super small risk.

It’s really just that easy and this is exactly how I have designed the Ace Trades methodology to teach its members.

So if your current trading methodology does any of the following drop it and run the other way before you cloud your brain with even more bad habits like I did.

Your methodology:

• Has the use of any chart lagging indicators

• Provides opportunities with too large of a risk (If trading Emini Sp futures that would be more than 2 points) or a 1:1 win-lose ratio. Ex. Your trades are risking 5 points to make 5 points.

• Doesn’t allow you to calculate a target price so you know how long to stay in the trade
• Doesn’t allow you take advantage of the volatility around news releases… the Ace methodology has called opportunities during Brexit news, FED days, and even election week where every other system out there was telling to steer clear.

• And most importantly doesn’t allow you call the trend long before it happens

When you become a professional at reading a price chart you have a job for life! And you could possibly have access to any amount of money you could ever dream of.

Here are two testimonials I found on our website from over 12 years ago in 2004.

“It has been great success for me to trade with you.

I have improved my trading to the level where I have not had a loosing day for just over one month.

Your technique for support and resistance are one or two ticks away from the numbers or most of the time right on the numbers.

Best Regards, Mike Anand

Ace, Thank you so much for your tuition and encouragement for trading the ES market. It was a revelation for me to gather information from a chart with no indicators whatsoever.

At first it was rather unnerving but it really works! With the accuracy of your entries and, crucially, your very tight stop losses and money anagement, I found I was able to trade in a confident and relaxed manner - a new experience for me. Again, thanks and good health!

Regards, quixotic U.K.
The Day Trading Dream (Or Reality)

The Ace Trades methodology has students from many walks of life and they come from around the world to learn from the best.

We have trained traders who worked on the floor of the CME for 20+ years, to those looking for extra income going into their retirement.

We even have people brand new the markets come to us that are looking to become the next Paul Tutor Jones (we love these people the most because they don’t bring any old bad habits with them).

One thing they all have in common is to achieve the dream of becoming a successful day trader… It really is the best job in the world.

You have the freedom to work anywhere with an internet connection And with Ace Trades you only need to work 2-4 hours per day. Now maybe when your starting out you’re making $200 to $300 per day. As you continue to grow your account using a special method I’m going to show you this could turn into $240K in 80 days!

Let me tell you a little bit about how we operate at Ace Trades and see if it will fit your lifestyle needs.

Monday through Friday you will be invited to the morning commentary portion of the program where the Ace members room is open from 7:30 Am To roughly 10:30 Am… that’s only 3 hours per day!

This isn’t a bad thing, it’s a blessing.

See Perfection In The Markets –100% FREE!
Register for a special 3-day live webinar training series.
Yes, give me 3 days of Free Training!
No credit card required.
(Even though the room is open for 3 hours per day you can find opportunities through all hours of the day and even on different markets.)

After logging into the room it’s time to get to work analyzing your charts the way we have taught you. If you have any questions you can simply ask Ace or put a question out to the community of traders in the member’s room.

During the morning commentary Ace will show you opportunities according to the Ace methodology.

The Ace methodology is mainly taught on the Emini S&P futures market. We find this the best for new traders to learn on as it a smoother moving market and is very reliable as there are many “big boys” that trade this market.

It also offers great leverage meaning you can have a small account and have excellent returns.

---

25-year veteran floor trader finally finds longer term success following Ace Trades

“I have been a floor trader for over 25 years on the CBOE. My job was a market maker, director of operations, trading in a professional trading room at several brokerage firms.

“But my trading wasn’t very profitable... I decided to sign up with Ace Trades... and for the first time in a long time I feel that I will be a very long term successful trader”

–Dan, Lake Tahoe, Nevada
Why I used to lose the big bucks...

My Story...I started out trading stock about Thirty Years ago. This Idea of trading stocks was brought on by a very well informed Stock Broker. His objective was to have me buy and sell on his advice until I ran up so many commissions. He was happy and of course I wasn’t too thrilled about the huge commissions I was giving him to switch from losing stock to losing stock.

My entire objective however was to find that huge winner that would absolutely make my Stock trading career complete.

Well this never happened the way Mr. Stock Broker presented it.

I decided to Fire my stock broker and take control of my own trading account and peruse the excellent opportunities day trading had to offer.

My first day trading stocks was nothing exciting, I realized that buying thousands of shares in companies that only produced small daily moves wasn’t going to create the types of returns I was looking for.

Leafing through a million stocks trying to find out what ones are ready to move wasn’t my but of tea either (Boy what a chore that is),

And after you find the one poised to move then you have to figure out where you’re going to enter the trades and where the risk will be. You also have to know how far the stock will move in order to reach your targets, it’s so much to think about and talk about information overload.

This is the way that every trader starts out and I got over this real quick… there had to be a simpler way.

So I decided to move over to the futures market, mainly starting with the index’s such as the Emini S&P, Nasdaq, Dow Jones.
You see the futures market Specifically the Emini S&P, Gold and Oil mar-
kets provides huge daily ranges and moves that have the potential to pay
out HUGE, literally enough to by a Ferrari in one day if you really wish.

Providing you are knowledgeable about scaling your account size and
growing with your wins. I was totally on board and then decided to go all in.

I started out by taking a 3 day trading course. It cost me about 3500 dol-
lars. They taught me all the basics, with all the indicator.

At the end of the weekend they left me with a full stomach and a manual
to go home and study, no follow up’s, nothing.

But I was ecstatic, I couldn’t wait to start, I knew this was going to make
my dreams come true and I was going to become a professional day
trader.

My first week days as a day trader I followed the manual and all the infor-
mation I had learned from my 3 day pow wow. I made a little bit of money
and was happy about my learning curve.

As time went on I was going back and forth with my profits, using every
indicator which sometimes worked for a couple of days.

But my charts were so busy I couldn’t see straight, the indicators were
countering each other and fogging my decisions.

The results were win some money, loose some money or win in the morn-
ing and give it all back in the afternoon.

I’m at 6 figures because of Ace Trades

“The Ace Methodology is the best I have ever seen and I have been
trading for over 25 years. The method used cannot compare to any
system out there and I tried them all.

“All I can say is I took my account from a five figure account to a six
figure account in my IRA. Thank You.” – Stephen
Some days I would lose thousands in a day… and that’s after being in the green from my mornings profits.

You start to lose your confidence after a while and you get scared to pull the trigger on a trade, fearing you might lose.

So you end up getting in late or you won’t let profits run, this ultimately makes you unstable and you’re just an emotional mess.

The worst part was feeling beat up, with no support and no success.

Trust me, when I was learning it was tough, I didn’t have anyone to ask questions, no group to be apart of… it was just me and the charts.

It is so nice to have a great trading group to take part in and feel like you belong to a community of traders who use a methodology that works in any market scenario.

When you attend a live market event you will see the fruits of my 50K + hours of labour. I hope you to see you there.

Get 3 Days of Live Trader Education – FREE!

Register for a special 3-day live webinar training series. Where you will see 5-15 Emini S&P Points called live 3 days in a row, plus:

• The Ace Trades 90% probability system for spotting & profiting from huge intra-day swings.

• How to accurately call the daily high and low in the S&P (or any market) with amazing accuracy.

Yes, I want 3 days of free training
Learning The Charts... Taking The Ace Trades Approach

*How you can make money day trading futures*

So you want to know how you can make money day trading. There are different markets you can choose from, there is stocks, options, bonds, ETF's, Index funds, futures or forex markets.

In order to trade any of these markets successfully you need 1 key ingredient. You need to become a professional chart analyst... that’s it... that’s the secret and I have about 100 testimonials that agree!

Once you have mastered how to read a price chart you can take that knowledge and apply to many different markets. That is exactly what we do at Ace Trades.

We keep it as simple as possible, we don’t look at any news or fundamental analysis. We simply look at the charts because that is where it all happens here and now.

You need to know how to read a price chart with high probabilities and have a super small risk associated with your entries in order to be successful.

Remember trading is a simple recipe:

1. Find high probability entry opportunities
2. Enter with a super small risk
3. Calculate your targets or where the market should go
4. Follow a business plan and don’t deviate from it!
5. Repeat!
Now, in order to find high probabilities you need to learn how to read a basic price chart and find out where the big boys are buying and selling.

You want to trade with them or even know where they are thinking about getting into the market before they do!

And would you agree that if we removed the symbol off your chart that all markets do the same thing?

Would you really be able to tell the difference between an oil chart and the forex cross USD/CAD if both charts had no symbols?

Of course not… remember at the end of the day all markets are trending up, down or going sideways.

So your next step in learning how to become a professional chart analyst would be to choose one market to learn a methodology on.

After you have master the methodology on 1 market then you can start to look at other ones. At Ace Trades we teach traders how to see opportunities in the futures market.

Once traders have learned the method with futures they can use their new cutting edge techniques on different markets.

---

I am a better trader because of Ace

“I am a better trader because of Ace. Ace wants me to be a better trader. He has developed a system for reading the markets that I can understand and trade!” - Robert
Why Do We Choose The Futures Market To Teach The Methodology?

1. Tight bid-ask spreads. For example on the Emini S&P 500 the spread is typically 1 tick or $12.50, therefore when you enter a trade the market has to move less in order for you to get back to break even (crutial when you’re keeping stops tight and pinpointing your entries). When trading forex this can be subjective to the broker even though they may say “fixed spreads”, they are entitled to do as they please. Depending on the currency pair you could see anywhere from $15 - $50+.

2. All trades are done through a central exchange known as the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME). Approved members or brokers can place your trades which will then be recorded with a time and sales within the CME.

On the other hand forex occurs “over the counter” on any exchange or even worse, your broker could take the other side of your trades with their best interest at hand.

3. The markets are open almost 24 hours per day 5 days per week allowing you to keep positions open and protect them with a stop.

4. Leverage. All you need to know is that some brokers allow you to trade 1 Emini S&P contract with as little as $500 in your trading account (this varies).

5. Buy or Sell. You can make money day trading futures by betting the market will go down (short the market) or betting it will go up (buying the market).

6. Volume. There are many big players such as hedge funds that trade the Emini S&P or futures in general. This gives the futures market lots of up and down which give us huge opportunities. The Emini S&P is also very liquid so your position will always get filled.
The Ace Trades Live Market Event.

As I keep saying simplicity in the markets is key and we don’t deviate from that concept at Ace trades. Our end goal is to teach you how to read a plain price chart with high probabilities.

There has been many traders who have went through the Ace Mentorship Program who are now on their own... and a few that have stuck around for the great comradery that takes place in the room.

I want to invite you to a live market event where you will meet this group of traders who were once like you looking for the truth in the markets.

If your lost in indicators and all the trading jargon out there like I was then is a must attend event.

You will also see between 5 and 15 Emini S&P points called during real time three days in a row. Often times there will be signals on oil, gold or the forex futures as well.

As I said it is held during live market conditions. You won’t see any after the fact webinars from us.... EVER!

We don’t need it because the Ace Methodology has delivered opportunities on a weekly basis for years. We don’t care what kind of news takes place that day and the kind of impact it will have.

The Ace methodology has called the tops and bottoms of markets that have produces 100 point opportunities.

Attend an action packed Ace Trades live market event.

Click here to learn more.
A “Fail Proof” Plan: Day Trading As A Business

The #1 way to make money in the futures market

The 2 points per day challenge…. Do you think you can do it?

When you join Ace at a live market event you will see between 5 – 15 Emini Sp points called 3 days in a row. Imagine if you were to only bank 2 of those points every day.

If you were to follow the Ace Trades Business plan and use the magic power of compounding, after 80 days of making 2 points per day your account would equal $240K!

To get the Ace Trades Business plan you must attend a live market event where Ace will lay it out for you on a silver platter.

I want to introduce you to an Ace Trades member who has taken their own approach with the Ace business plan to live a more comfortable and rewarding life.

Click here to meet just one of the traders from who has flourished from the knowledge they have received from Ace Trades.

Sample the Ace Trades Trading Room

Join Ace Trades instructors and experienced Ace Trade members LIVE in the online trading room.

You’ll get 3 days of free training in the Ace Trades methodology.

Click here to get your free training

No credit card required. No obligation.
Since I became an Ace Trades member a light bulb has come on.

“I learned to trade the market back in 2009, I had mixed success from 2009 up until a year ago. I started becoming a scratch trader, things were going well but something was missing. In January 2015 I decided to join Ace Trades, ever since I became an Ace Trades member a light bulb has come on.”

“I have learned so much from Ace and his methodology and the 9 Keys. It has made trading much more fun, the trade room is exciting. Ace is a fun guy, he is very energetic and enthusiastic. Ace is a great teacher and he explains the 9 Keys very well, he makes it simple, and he explains how to properly use risk control. Ever since then I have made between $300.00 - $800.00 per day over the last 4 months.”

- Daryl

I was looking for someone to give me the truth

“I started trading in 2013. I spent 5 hours a day, 7 days a week looking at the market for 2 years. In addition to the thousands and thousands of dollars spent on webinars, live rooms, and indicators, I had very little success. Every time I got into a trade my hands would sweat, I was looking for someone to give me the truth and lead me in a direction that made sense.”

“In 15 minutes I knew Ace Trades was different, I immediately. On February 26th I found Ace Trades. The next day I made my 1st trade and made money. The next week I made money everyday. I was able to double my trading goal in only a couple of weeks.”

- Randall
After a week and a half I felt brave enough to take the plunge into live trading.

“A few weeks ago out of the blue, I decided I wanted to try trading the Futures, even though I knew nothing about them. I attended one of Ace’s free, three-day, live webinars. I was so inspired, and entertained that I joined his program on May 20th, 2015.”

“After about a week and a half I felt brave enough to take the plunge into live trading. This past week, starting June 1st, 2015, amazingly, I traded the ES Mini and netted 45 points, that’s $2,250!”

“I have learned so much in such a short time, not only about chart reading and the 9 Keys, but about risk management, consistency, mindset, and setting up a business plan. I’m already starting to trade other markets.”

- Norma

The BIGGEST MISTAKE of my trading carrier

“After sitting in your your trial room four years ago and not joining as we had two or three small losses each day and I thought you were loud for my liking. That was the BIGGEST MISTAKE of my trading carrier.”

“I have been trading for seven years with tens of thousands invested in trading room costs and indicator packages. What I love about Ace Trades is that it will not change, and its usable on any market. I laugh every day, after six years of trading I remember two trades, I pulled 138 ticks out of 6E and 114 out of BP. I can’t count how many times we have had a trade like that in the three months I have been with Ace Trades . Its absolute brilliance.

-Paul
Watch a complete overview of the Ace Trades system.

If you’d like to find out more about the Ace Trades System, how it works, and whether it is right for you then simply click here for a complete overview of the Ace Trades system.

**Special Offer from Ace Trades:**

Let Ace Trades train you in the art and science of price action trading – FREE.

Register today for 3-days of live trader training — including access to their exclusive LIVE TRADING ROOM — and discover...

- How the Ace Trades System of 90% probabilities identifies huge same-day market swings you can profit from.
- How to spot the absolute high and low each intra-day “swing point” to profit and minimize losses.
- The Ace Trade Method for accurately calling the S&P’s highs and lows every day. (Yes, this method works on any market.)
- You’ll see a demonstration of how to call in the direction of the trend long before the market actual turns.
- We’ll show you how to get a real winning EDGE with the Ace Trades System. Knowing you have a strong trading edge is the only real way to become a confident trader.

Simply click here to get your free 3-day training and access the live online trading room.